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LRP 6600 - 1/8 4S P5 - 110C/55C - 14.8V LIPO - 1/8 COMPETITION CAR LINE HARDCASE

LRP PRODUCT INFORMATION #430246 

Dear customer,

„Blue is Better“ stands for satisfied customers. Therefore we inform you:

Despite extensive product tests of this battery prior to the introduction to the 
market, we had to learn from market feedback that a small amount of the already 
shipped out batteries can get defective.

Under extreme loads during the first two runs it can happen, that a track on the 
integrated PCB burns out. Your car will stop and the battery cannot be charged anymore.

IMPORTANT: This possible defect CAN NOT lead to a short circuit or that your battery starts to burn. Therefore there is 
no danger.

If this defect does not occur, your battery is faultless and there is no limitation of the performance.

How to spot he defect:
Battery has no voltage at the power outlets.
Battery has voltage at the balancing port.

Free of charge exchange:
Please send in your batteries with this defect directly to your local LRP distributor incl. a copy of the proof of purchase. 
We will then exchange them free of charge.

Either we exchange them with a battery of the same type, but updated specification. These batteries are produced right now, but 
unfortunately will be available not before 26th September 2016.
Alternatively we offer to exchange them with 2 pieces #430233 LRP 7500 - TC Stock Spec P5 - 110C/55C - 7.4V LiPo - 1/10 
Competition Car Line Hardcase batteries. This type is on stock at LRP.

Please let us know which exchange you prefer when sending in the defective battery.

For the exchange, please contact your local LRP distributor. You can find a list with all LRP distributors at our website www.lrp. 
cc under “Dealer” and then “Worldwide Distribution”.

Please excuse any inconvenience that this might have caused. Please do not hesitate to contact LRP through our website 
www.lrp.cc if you need further information.

Best regards
Your LRP Team
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